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Written by Avalon Lustick on September 11, 2018 12:00 am.

Sometimes a picture does not say a thousand words. 

It's time to step up because New England is coming up on foliage season. 

As a New Englander, it is your duty to post the best autumn pictures on social media.

How else would your friends in California know of its beauty?

Of course with a great picture, a great caption must accompany it.
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Here are some suggestions. 

1. “Autumn… the year’s last, loveliest smile.” — John Howard Bryant
2. Creep it real
3. "Life starts all over again when it gets crisp in the fall." — F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
4. "'Cause it's too cold for you here and now, so let me hold both your hands in the holes of my

sweater." — The Neighbourhood, "Sweater Weather"
5. I'm so glad I live in a world where there are Octobers.” ― L. M. Montgomery, Anne of Green

Gables
6. "You don't like the outdoors? Unbe-leaf-able." 
7. “I would rather sit on a pumpkin, and have it all to myself, than be crowded on a velvet cushion.”
― Henry David Thoreau

8. "I'm here for the boos." 
9. “Autumn seemed to arrive suddenly that year. The morning of the �rst September was crisp and

golden as an apple.” ― J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
10. #restingwitchface
11. “She looked like autumn, when leaves turned and fruit ripened.” ― Sarah Addison Allen, Garden

Spells
12. "Thru the trees comes autumn with her serenade/Melodies the sweetest music ever played" —

John Coltrane, "Autumn Seranade"
13. “Give me juicy autumnal fruit, ripe and red from the orchard."― Walt Whitman
14. "Is it that it's over or do birds still sing for you?" — Ed Sheeran, "Autumn Leaves"
15. “Leaves doesn't wait for autumn to shed, they shed when they are ready, bad experiences doesn't

wait, they leave when you are ready.”  ― Pushpa Rana, Just the Way I Feel
16. “The day was blossoming into a truly lovely example of autumn ... the air was crisp, but the sun

was warm” ― Sarah J. Maas, The Assassin's Blade
17. “An autumn forest is such a place that once entered you never look for the exit!” ― Mehmet

Murat ildan
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